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1. INTRODUCTION
Classically, there are many interesting connections between differential
operators and the theory of elliptic modular forms, and many interesting
results have been explored. In particular, it has been known for some time
how to obtain an elliptic modular form from the derivatives of N elliptic
modular forms, and this methodology has been studied in detail by Rankin
w x w x9, 10 . When N s 2, as a special case of Rankin's result 10 , Cohen
constructed certain covariant bilinear operators that he used to obtain
w xmodular forms with interesting Fourier coefficients 4 . Later, these covari-
ant bilinear operators were called Rankin]Cohen operators by Zagier,
w xwho studied their algebraic relationships 12, 13 as well as connections
w xwith formal pseudodifferential operators 5 . Furthermore, Rankin]Cohen
Ž .operators are shown to appear as the various terms in the convergent
expansion of the composition of two symbols in a certain symbolic calculus
Ž . w xassociated with SL 2, R 11 . Recently, the Rankin]Cohen-type bracket
operator on Jacobi forms and Siegel modular forms was studied using the
heat operator and differential operator, respectively. In fact, it was shown
how to construct, explicitly, Jacobi forms and Siegel modular forms of
genus 2 with the Rankin]Cohen-type bracket operators involving the heat
w xoperator and the determinant]differential operators, respectively 1 .
* This research was partially supported by BSRI 97-1431, KOSEF 971-0101-003-2, and
RCAA98.
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In this paper, we give an explicit construction of multilinear covariant
differential operators on the space of Siegel modular forms of genus 1 and
2. This shows how to obtain a Siegel modular form from the derivatives of
N Siegel modular forms as an analogous result of that given by Rankin
w x10 even if the method of obtaining such forms is very different from that
of Rankin. We generalize the Rankin]Cohen-type bilinear covariant dif-
w xferential operators, which were studied in 3 , on the spaces of Jacobi
forms and Siegel forms. However, it seems unclear how to use generating
functions to produce multilinear differential operators on the space of
w xSiegel modular forms of genus 2 from the proofs given in 3 . We overcome
this difficulty by using the exponential differential operators.
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
w xLet us recall the basic definitions and notations 8 . Let H be the Siegeln
Ž .upper half-plane H and SP R be a symplectic group, i.e.,n 2 n
tH s Z g M C Z s Z, Im Z ) 0Ž . Ž . 4n n=n
and
0 In ntSP R s M g M R M JM s J with J s .Ž . Ž . 42 n 2 n=2 n ž /yI 0n n
Ž .Then SP R acts on H as2 n n
M , Z “ M ? ZŽ .
y1 A Bs AZ q B CZ q D , M s g SP R .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 nž /C D
Define, for a function F: H “ C and integers k, the slash operator asn
<F M ZŽ . Ž .k
yk A Bs Det CZ q D F M ? Z , M s g SP R .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 nž /C D
Ž .Now, let G be the Siegel modular group SP Z . We define a Siegeln 2 n
modular form of weight k with genus n on G .n
DEFINITION 2.1. A holomorphic function F: H “ C is called a Siegeln
modular form of weight k with genus n on G if F satisfiesn
<F M Z s F Z ;M g G .Ž . Ž . Ž .k n
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In the case n s 1, we also require that F is holomorphic in ‘. We denote
the vector space of Siegel modular forms of weight k with genus n on Gn
Ž .as M G .k n
The main results involve the determinant]differential operator, which
has already been studied in the context of bilinear differential operators
w x3 .
DEFINITION 2.2. The determinant]differential operator D is given asn
› › ›¡ ƒ
2 ???
› z › z › z11 12 1n
› › ›
2 ???
› z › z › zD s Det 12 22 2 nn
. . . .. . . .. . . .
› ›
??? ??? 2¢ §› z › z1n nn
with Z s z g H .Ž .i , j n1Fi , jFn
From now on, we denote ›r› z as › . Soi, j i, j
2› › ??? ›11 12 1n
› 2› ??? ›12 22 2 n
D s Det .. . . .n . . . .. . . . 0
› ??? ??? 2›1n nn
3. CONSTRUCTION OF MULTILINEAR OPERATORS ON
THE SPACES OF SIEGEL FORMS
In this section, we study multilinear operators and give an explicit
construction of Siegel modular forms with genus 1 and 2. This shows how
to obtain a Siegel modular form from the derivatives of N Siegel modular
w xforms as an analogous result of that given by Rankin 10 even if the
method of obtaining such forms is very different from that of Rankin. We
generalize the Rankin]Cohen-type bilinear covariant differential opera-
w xtors, which were studied in 3 , on the spaces of Jacobi forms and Siegel
forms. However, it seems unclear how to use the generating functions to
produce multilinear differential operators on the space of Siegel modular
w xforms of genus 2 from the proof given in 3 . We overcome this difficulty by
using the exponential differential operators.
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We point out that most of the theorems stated in this section can be
applied to Siegel modular forms of genus n, but because of the Leibnitz
rule of the determinant operator D , our conclusion is valid only for then
case when genus n s 1 or 2. The detailed explanation is given in Remark
3.8.
We begin with the following two lemmas.
w xLEMMA 3.1 6 . Let G be the Siegel modular group. Define, for eachn
positi¤e integer 1 F m F n, an embedding r : G ¤ G bym 1 n
I q a y 1 E bEŽ .n m , m m , ma b
r s ,m ž /ž /c d cE I q d y 1 Ež /Ž .m , m n m , m
Ž .where E is the n = n matrix with entries E s d d . Thenm, m m , m j, k m , j m , k
I Tn0 y1 tr , , 1 F m F n , T s T g M Z ,Ž .m n , nž /ž / ž /1 0 0 In
generates the Siegel modular group G .n
w xProof 6 . First, note that r indeed defines an embedding into Gm n
since
tt
I q a y 1 E bE s bE I q a y 1 E ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n m , m m , m m , m n m , m
t t
cE I q d y 1 E s I q d y 1 E cE ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .m , m n m , m n m , m m , m
t t
I q a y 1 E I q d y 1 E s I q bE cE .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n m , m n m , m n m , m m , m
Next, it is well known that G is generated by the elementsn
0 yI I Tn n tS s , T s , T s T g M Z .Ž .n , nž / ž /I 0 0 In n
The lemma follows now from the simple observation that
n
S s r S ,Ž .Ł m
ms1
0 y1Ž . Ž Ž .where S s the product actually makes sense since the r S sm1 0
.commute .
LEMMA 3.2. Let F be a holomorphic function on H . Then, for eachn
positi¤e integer 1 F m F n and r as in Lemma 3.1, one hasm
D F r MŽ . Ž .n mkq2
2c k y n y 1 r2Ž .Ž .
Ž m , m .< <s D F r M q D F r MŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .k kn m ny1 mcz q dmm
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) ) Ž i, j.Ž .for all M s g G . Here D is the differential operator gi¤en by the1 ny1c d
determinant of the matrix D with the ith row and the jth column remo¤ed.n
When n s 1, we let DŽ1, 1. s 1.0
Proof. For simplicity we can choose m s 1. The differential operator
D can be written asn
ny1
jŽ1 , 1. Ž1 , jq1.D s 2 › D y y1 › D ,Ž .Ýn t ny1 ¤ ny1j
js1
where we have written the variable in H asn
t ¤ t ny1Z s , t g C, ¤ g C , z g M C ,Ž .ny1, ny1ž /¤ z
and we have used DŽ1, jq1. for the determinant of the matrix › with theny1 i, j
Ž .first row and the j q 1 th column removed. Using this decomposition we
find for M g G ,1
<D F r MŽ .Ž .kn 1
¤ cyk ts D ct q d F Mt , , z y ¤¤Ž .n ž /ž /ct q d ct q d
yk ykŽ1 , 1.s 2› ct q d D F r M Z y ct q dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .t ny1 1
n
j Ž1 , j.= y1 › D F r M ZŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý 1, j ny1 1
js2
2ck
Ž1, 1. <s y D F r M q D F r MŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .kny1 1 n 1kq2ct q d
ny1
yky2 Ž1 , 1.y c ct q d ¤ › D F r M ZŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý ž /j ¤ ny1 1j
js1
yky22 Ž1 , 1.q c ct q d ¤ ¤ › D F r M ZŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý ž /i j z ny1 1i , j
1Fi , jFny1
ny1
yk j Ž1 , jq1.q ct q d y1 › D F r M ZŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý ¤ ny1 1j
js1
2c k y n y 1 r2Ž .Ž .
Ž1, 1. <s D F r M y D F r M ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .kn 1 ny1 1kq2 ct q d
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because
ny1
yky1 j yky1Ž1 , jq1.ct q d y1 D › F r M Z y c ct q dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý ž /ny1 ¤ 1j
js1
j Ž1 , jq1.= -1 1 q d D ¤ › F r M ZŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý ž /i , j ny1 i z 1i , j
1Fi , jFny1
ny1
yky2 yky1Ž1 , 1.s c ct q d ¤ D › F r M Z y c ct q dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ž /j ny1 ¤ 1j
js1
= n y 1 DŽ1, 1.F r M ZŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .ny1 1
yky22 Ž1 , 1.y c ct q d ¤ ¤ › D F r M Z .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ž /i j z ny1 1i , j
1Fi , jFny1
In general, the following lemma holds.
LEMMA 3.3. Let F be a holomorphic function on H . Then, for eachn
nonnegati¤e integer l, each positi¤e integer 1 F m F n, and r as in Lemmam
3.1, one has
lD F r MŽ .Ž .n mkq2 l
lly j2c a q l y 1 !Ž . Ž .l nž /j ly jŽ m , m . j <s D D F r M ,Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý kny1 n mlyj
a q j y 1 ! cz q dŽ . Ž .js0 n mm
Ž .with a s k y n y 1 r2.n
Proof. From the fact that
1
D F ZŽ .n ž /cz q dmm
y2c 1
Ž m , m .s D F Z q D F ZŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ny1 n2 cz q dcz q d mmŽ .mm
for all M g G and all m F n, we obtain the result by induction on l.n
wThe following theorem generalizes the idea of Eichler and Zagier 7,
xSect. I.3, pp. 28]35 . This was done by using the exponential differential
operators. This leads us to how to construct Siegel modular forms of genus
n using the determinant]differential operator D . This kind of generaliza-n
tion already has been studied in the case of Jacobi forms using the heat
w xoperator 2 .
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Ž .THEOREM 3.4. Let Z g H and r be the same as before. Let F Z; X sn m
‘ Ž . lÝ x Z X be a formal power series in X satisfying, for each 1 F m F nls0 l
t Ž .and any T s T g M Z ,n=n
F Z q T ; X s F Z , 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
X
F r M Z ;Ž .m 2ž /cz q dŽ .mm
2cXk Ž m , m .s cz q d exp D F Z ; X . 3.2Ž . Ž .Ž .mm ny1ž /cz q dm , m
Ž Ž m , m ..Here, the exponential exp X D is regarded as a formal power series in X,ny1
Ž  4.the coefficients of which are the differential operators on H H s 1 ;ny1 0
Ž Ž m , m .. Ž lŽ Ž m , m .. l. Ž .namely, exp X D s Ý X D rl!. Also assume that x Z isny1 l G 0 ny1 l
Ž Ž .holomorphic in H in the case when n s 1, assume that x Z is holomor-n n
.phic at e¤ery cusp as well . Then, for each nonnegati¤e integer n ,
j jn y1 D x a q 2n y j y 2 ! n y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .n nyj n
C Z s , a s k yŽ . Ýn nj! a q n y 2 ! 2Ž .njs0
Ž .is in M G .kq2n n
Remark 3.5. 1. When n s 1, after normalizing X to the proportion
2 w xof z , z g C, we can obtain Theorem 3.2 of Eichler and Zagier 7 as a
special case.
Ž . Ž .2. The functional equations given in 3.1 and 3.2 are equivalent to
saying that x satisfiesl
x Z q T s x Z ;T s T t g M ZŽ . Ž . Ž .l l n=n
and
ly jlyj Ž m , m .l 2c D x ZŽ . Ž .Ž .ny1 jkq2 l
x r M Z s cz q dŽ . Ž .Ž . Ýl m mm lyj
l y j ! cz q dŽ . Ž .js0 mm
for every m g N, m F n.
ÄProof of Theorem 3.4. Let S be the set of formal power series of thek
Ž . Ž . lform F Z; X s Ý x Z X satisfying the functional equation given inl G 0 l
Ž .3.2 . Define an operator
› › 2ÄD [ D y a y X .k n n 2› x › X
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Ž .Here a s k y n y 1 r2. Then, one can show, by direct computationn
Ä Ä Äusing Lemma 3.2, that D maps S to S :k k kq2
y2c Xyk Ž m , m .ÄD cz q d exp D F r M Z ;Ž .Ž .k mm ny1 m 2ž / ž /cz q d cz q dmm Ž .mm
y2cyky2 Ž m , m .s cz q d exp DŽ .mm ny1ž /cz q dmm
XÄD F = r M Z ; .Ž .Ž .k m 2ž /cz q dŽ .mm
So, in terms of power series, we get
Ä l lD x Z X s D x y l q 1 a q l x X . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýk l n l n lq1ž /
lG0 lG0
Iterating this formula n times, we find, by induction on n , that the
composition map
ÄDÄ ÄD D kq2k kq2 ??? nÄ Ä Ä Ä ÄS “ S “ S “ ??? “ S “ Sk kq2 kq4 kq2ny2 kq2n
Ž . lmaps Ý x Z X tol G 0 l
njqn jy1 D x l q n y j ! l q a q 2n y j y 2 !Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n lqnyj nž /j
lX ,Ý Ý l! l q a q 2n y 2 !Ž .nlG0 js0
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ .n Žand composing this with the map F Z; X “ F Z; 0 gives y1 a q nn
. . ŽŽ . .y 2 !n ! r a q 2n y 2 ! C , withn n
j jn y1 D x a q 2n y j y 2 !Ž . Ž . Ž .n nyj n
C Z s .Ž . Ýn j! a q n y 2 !Ž .njs0
This means that we get, for each 1 F n g N and for all m F n, Cn
satisfying
<C r M Z s C Z .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .kq2nn m n
Ž . Ž . tIt is also true that C satisfies C Z q T s C Z for all T s T gn n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .M Z because x Z q T s x Z . So, Lemma 3.1 implies that C is an=n l l n
ŽSiegel modular form of genus n the condition at the cusp, when n s 1,
.can be checked immediately from the expansion .
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We now show how to construct multilinear forms on the spaces of Siegel
modular forms of genus 1 and 2. Here, we note that this construction only
works for the case when genus n s 1 or 2 due to the special property of
the determinant]differential operator D . See Remark 3.8 for more de-n
tails.
THEOREM 3.6. Assume that n s 1 or n s 2. For j s 1, . . . , q, let F be aj
Siegel modular form of weight k and genus n. Define k s Ýq k , a s k yj is1 j n
Ž . Ž .n y 1 r2, and b s k y n y 1 r2. Then for each nonnegati¤e integer n ,j j
p2yn rq jyq a q 2n y p y 2 ! D F ZŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n jpDÝ Łn ž /p! a q n y 1 ! r ! b q r y 1 !q Ž . Ž .js1n j j jÝ r qpsnjs1 j
is a Siegel modular form of weight k q 2n and genus n.
w xRemark 3.7. 1. The case when n s 1 and q s 1 was discussed in 7 .
w x2. The case when n s 2 and q s 2 was discussed in 3 .
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Let, for each j s 1, 2, . . . , q,
D l FŽ .n j lÄF Z ; X s X .Ž . Ýj l! b q l y 1 !Ž .jlG0
ÄŽ .Then F Z; X satisfiesj
Ä Ä tF Z q T ; X s F Z ; X ;T s T g M ZŽ . Ž . Ž .j j n=n
and
XÄF r M Z ;Ž .j m 2ž /cz q dŽ .mm
2cXk j Ž m , m . Äs cz q d exp D F Z ; X ;1 F m F n.Ž .Ž .mm ny1 jž /cz q dmm
Let
Ä Ä ÄH Z ; X [ F F ??? F Z ; XŽ . Ž .1 2 gž /
q r‘ jD FŽ .n j ls X .Ý Ý Ł r ! b q r y 1 !Ž .js1 j j jls0 r qr q ??? qr sl1 2 q
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Ž .Then, when n s 1, or 2, we note that H Z; X satisfies two functional
Ž . Ž .equations in 3.1 and 3.2 ,
H Z q T ; X s H Z ; X ;T s T t g M ZŽ . Ž . Ž .n=n
and
X
H r M Z ;Ž .m 2ž /cz q dŽ .mm
2cq2ynXk Ž m , m .s cz q d exp D H Z ; X 3.3Ž . Ž .Ž .mm ny1ž /cz q dmm
Ž m , m . Ä Ž m , m . Ä 2yn Ž m , m . ÄÄŽ . Ž . Ž .because exp X D F exp X D G s exp 2 X D FG. So, byny1 ny1 ny1
Ž .applying Theorem 3.4 to H Z; X , we obtain a Siegel modular form
Ž .C Z ,n
q rn jD FŽ .p n jp 2yn pC Z s y1 q DŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Łn n ž /r ! b q r y 1 !Ž .js1 j j jr q ??? qr snypps0 1 q
a q 2n y p y 2 !Ž .n
= ,
p! a q n y 2 !Ž .n
Ž . Žof weight k q 2n and genus n. Normalizing C Z by the factor a q nn n
.y 1 , we obtain the result.
Ž . Ž .Remark 3.8. We note that the functional equation of H Z, X in 3.3
is valid only when n is 1 or 2, for
Ž m , m . Ä Ž m , m . Ä 2yn Ž m , m . ÄÄexp X D F exp X D G s exp 2 X D FGŽ . Ž . Ž .ny1 ny1 ny1
holds only when n s 1 or 2.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper we consider multilinear differential operators on the space
of Siegel modular forms of genus 1 and 2. To do that, we have introduced
exponential differential operators. One can also construct multilinear
differential operators on the space of Jacobi forms using generating
w xfunction studied in 2 . It seems surprising that the method of using
generating function, after introducing the exponential differential opera-
tors, is rather general. It might be very interesting to find the right
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differential operator that holds the Leibnitz rule to get bilinear covariant
differential operators on the space of Siegel forms with higher genus
n ) 2.
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